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THESE CLASSROOMS ARE
USER FRIENDLY
Judith J. Kakonis

Building a Better Mousetrap

It's OKAY to Make a Mistake?

After 17 years of teaching, I was convinced that
there was nothing new under the sun. Having sight
read Dick and Jane through their troubled teens,
my colleagues and I blended blends, sounded
schwas, and argued the merits of the programmed
text. We turned out literally thousands of pages of
language experience stories, then listened to how
the fat linguistic cat sat on the flat mat until one had
to leap to keep from falling asleep. We grouped
children by homeroom, by age, by sex; we
regrouped them by skill development, by interest,
by reading level, only to ungroup and individually
guide them down the pedagogical path, each at
his (and/or her) own pace.
When protesters filled the streets, we halted
the teaching of traditional values and ascribed
new respect to varying life styles and subcultures
through values clarification. We prepared kids for
space travel, sheltered them from fear of nuclear
war, and warned them of sexual abuse. We taught
them in carrels, labs, units, and modes with
procedures, at stations in systems using monitors,
masters, tachistoscopes, recorders, videos,
calculators, and computers. We passed, failed,
graded, ungraded, promoted, retained,
remediated, and accelerated. I wasn't absolutely
certain that there was no such thing as a "free
lunch" but I was positive that there was no "new
math.'' I was wrong.
But it wasn't new math. In fact it wasn't new at
all. Although it had been in existence for over 10
years, the elementary school hi Sand Lake,
Michigan had just discovered it and to hear the
enthusiasm, you'd think they'd invented it. "IT" is
Workshop Way.

And what is this phenomenon that has so
captured the imagination of Sand Lake's faculty? It
is a management system created by a former
elementary school teacher, Sister Grace Pilon of
Xavier University. Over two decades ago Sister
Grace began a search for a way to help children
develop the power to handle the negative
consequences of the education process and still
retain a feeling of self-worth. What emerged was a
highly structured program used for the most part
with elementary students. The program manuals
closely prescribe the expectations and endeavors
of both students and teachers. Much of the
terminology is unique to Workshop Way (or WW
in the teachers' shorthand). And perhaps as a result
of this insistance on the rigid adherance to the
program design and delivery, WW has yielded
dramatic results with a diversity of socio-economic
groups in a variety of locales. It embraces a
philosophy that influences all of the teaching and
learning techniques that take place in each WW
classroom. This philosophy is built on five basic
dispositions inherent in human nature and
nourished within the WW classroom.
Iove of truth
love of what is fair and just
love of simplicity and openness toward
existence
favorable attitudes toward work
a sense of cooperation
In order to ensure movement of all children
toward their full "human development" in an
atmosphere of mutual respect, the work climate is
created through five freedoms:
freedom from fear
freedom of movement with a purpose
freedom of position and location for work
freedom of conversation while working
freedom of choice frequently
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But They Can't All Read on Grade Level

"Cushioning" provides the intellectual safety
essential for learning in this specialized work
climate. This cushioning takes the form of questions
such as "/s it okay to make a mistake?" Answer:
"Yes," "Why?" Answer: "Because we are all iust
learning." Question: "Do we all have to finish our
work at the same time?" Answer: "No." "Why
not?" Answer: "Because we all have different time

In WW classrooms all students handle grade
level materials, for it is assumed that no one
teacher can accurately assess learning potential.
Students encounter grade level work in the
schedule of tasks, in whole class lessons, and in the
"Self-Concept Vocabuiary Proiect'' which is a nontraditional form of homework. This homework
consists of a one-half page sheet containing grade
level vocabulary words or phrases to be taken
home daily and returned. Then each morning the
children are called up to a table in groups of four
and are individually asked to read as many words
from the sheet as possible. Words must be read
quickly and accurately. If a mistake is made or
there is hesitation, the student stops and will
continue at that place the following day. When
one sheet is successfully read, another is given.
There is no reprimand for lost or forgotten sheets,
although each child is required to report to the
homework table daily and must either read, accept
a duplicate sheet, or acknowledge the
whereabouts of the current one and agree to bring
it back the following day. Allowing children to be
completely responsible for the homework adds to
the sense of managing their lives and instills a
feeling of importance, for they all have an equal
opportunity to hear, see, and say grade level
vocabulary words regardless of skill development
or functional reading level.

clocks."
WW requires a special classroom
environment. A WW teacher rarely if ever passes
out materials to students. There are supplies and
"finish boxes" located in all areas of the
classrooms. Everything is labeled. The children are
responsible for getting the materials necessary to
complete a task and for turning in the finished
product. Each student knows precisely how, where,
and in what way any given task is to be performed.
There is no guess work. Nothing is left to chance.
Perhaps most curious is the "schedule of tasks"
displayed on each workshop bulletin board. There
may be anywhere from two to well over 20 tasks,
depending on the time of year. Each is numbered,
labeled and has a plastic bag containing page
numbers, letters, sentences - whatever the task
entails. The tasks have such names as
book/preview, vocabulary box, 5 across/hand
tracing, thinkers and pencil illustration, and they
vary from grade to grade. The tasks are done each
day in numerical order by all the students not
attending reading "sessions" or engaged in
"whole class" lessons. Success is completing the
tasks does not depend upon right answers, work
correctly done or the approval of the teacher.
Tasks are not graded or returned. Their sole
purpose is to provide the students with a feeling of
importance, a feeling of intelligence, and an
opportunity to discover in themselves the power to
learn, think and manage their own lives. Academic
skill building is a by-product of the tasks, not their
intent. The children work through the tasks,
independently or frequently with a friend,
beginning and finishing without any teacher
involvement. Even though the tasks are not graded
or returned to the students, teachers continually
take "count checks" to identify those children who
may be skipping tasks or having difficulty handling
them. The tasks, among other things, are retaught
in "six group." A six group is a group of any 2-6
children possessing the same learning problems at
a given point in time. The WW teacher meets with
a six group daily.

Where Are the Phonics Books?

"Instant Personality Phonics Activities" is the
daily whole class lesson that immediately follows
the 30 minutes of homework each day. It is an
intensive five-step phonics program for grades K-3
involving 100% of the children 100% of the time. It,
too, serves to reconfirm the children's knowledge
of their power to learn while handling grade level
material. Every phonics lesson begins with
"communication with a smile." WW maintains that
much of the interaction between boys and girls
borders on the argumentative. Communication
with a smile affords the children an opportunity to
communicate in a friendly, non-threatening way.
Each lesson in the manual contains one or two
communication questions and answers. The
teacher goes to the first students in each row, asks a
question, and then immediately tells the answer.
For example, the dialogue might sound like this:
Question: "/s 2X2 equal to 4?"
Answer: "Yes, 2X2 is equal to 4."
Question: "What is 2x2?"
Answer: "2X2 equals 4."
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(Left) "Communication with a smile" offers the
students an opportunity to interact in a friendly, nonthreatening way.

(Right) "Cushioning," which safe-guards human
dignity, is reinforced through prominently displayed
signs in each classroom.

(Left) Reading "sessions," grouped by learning styles,
use prescribed procedures to accelerate growth.

(Right) The first 10 tasks assure student success and
help them to discover their own power to learn, think,
and manage their lives.

(Left) Children work through the tasks individually or
with a friend from beginning to end without teacher
involvement.

Photographs by Glenn D. Stout
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sheet. The teacher neither reads the directions nor
tells them what to do. The sheets are then placed in
a finish pile, which the teacher later count checks to
make sure each student has finished a sheet.

The child asked the question then repeats it to the
person next to him, expecting the same answer. The
purpose of the question is not to determine if the
student knows the answer or to allow for individual
creativity. Rather its purpose is pupil interaction
and communication .
At the completion of communication with a
smile, the teacher quickly moves to the second step
of the phonics lesson: rhyming. Without any
introduction, a word is given and the lesson is
handled in a manner such as this:
Teacher: " Say pig. "
Students: "Pig ."
Teacher: "Listen . If you hear a word that

Will the Bluebirds Please Come Up
to the Reading Table
That children 's learning styles vary and that it is
time-efficient to teach students in groups is
universally accepted; consequently, most teachers
group their students for reading.Traditionally this
grouping is based on reading level and/or skill
development. WW children, however, are
grouped by personality or "strategy"
characteristics. They are divided into three groups,
A, B, and C. These groups are then called
"sessions, " referring to the order in which they
meet with the teacher. Some of the characteristics
of Strategy A learners are: good study habits, the
ability to learn new concepts with one
presentation, a willingness to take risks, the
acceptance of responsibility, and a show of respect
for others. Strategy A learners become the session
three reading group and are the last of the three
groups to meet with the teacher.
Strategy B characteristics are much the same
as Strategy A except that these children move more
slowly than A learners and their behavior is
inconsistent. This will be the first reading group
with whom the teacher meets.
Strategy C learners, comprising session two,
have poor self concepts, dislike school, do not want
to work, are afraid to take risks, and get angry
when they make mistakes. They are the archetypal
behavior problems, the slow learners, the low
group.
Strategy grouping requires strategy
procedures, and the WW reading strategies are
unique to each group. Strategy procedures are
designed to accelerate human development.
Nowhere is this more evident than with the
Strategy C learners. Al I the activities for that group
utilize grade level content to develop healthy selfimages. The group work demands the students '
involvement to such an extent that they are unable
to dwell on their low self-esteem. The strategies for
A and B are also designed to demand maximum
student involvement; however, they include the use
of a basal reader. When C learners beg in to alter
their behavior, exhibiting Strategy A or B
characteristics in a consistent fashion, they are
immediately transferred to the appropriate group .
There is no need for them to make up what they
have missed because they have been handling

rhymes with pig, keep it a secret and raise
your hand. "
Teacher: "Mary had a little pig. The little pig
did a iig. "
Teacher: "John? "
Student: "Pig-iig. "
Teacher: " Nice risk, Everybody say them. "
Students: "Pig-iig. "
Again, the teacher moves on to the next step
without any announcement. This involves the
reading of a "power pack " of cards, each
displaying a phonogram. The sound is repeated
"with power" in unison three times. A key word is
given when a letter combination may have more
than one sound. For instance, oo would be
sounded " too-00,00,00 " ; " foot-00,00,00 " ; "dooror,or,or." The power pack, growing larger each
day as new cards are added and none are
removed, is completed as rapidly as possible. A
new lesson, or "new bit" (of knowledge) follows,
most often involving a phonogram.
The fifth and last step of the phonics lesson is
referred to as "sound spelling." The teacher
dictates the individual sounds in each of ten words
and holds up the corresponding number of fingers
to indicate the number of letters that spell that
sound. If "peach" were the first word, the teacher
would dictate " p " , holding up one finger; " e as in
eat, " holding up two fingers; and "ch, " again
showing two fingers. The teacher would then write
the correct spelling on the board. The students are
not asked if they have written the word correctly or
not. They are the only ones who need to know. This
serves to protect the children ·s "intellectual safety"
and encourage risk taking .
Following the phonics lesson , the teacher
places piles of "risk sheets " around the room . The
children , each tak ing a sheet , remain stationary
wh ile they look over the paper from top to bottom
to determine what they are to do . Once they are
ready, they go to the ir desks and complete the
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grade level material all along in whole class
lessons, on homework sheets, and in the schedule of
tasks.

Johnny, Just Go Sit on the Bench
and Talk to the Principal About It
One significant outcome of WW is the decline
in behavioral problems following the
implementaion of the program. But his comes as no
surprise, for it is no small part of what Workshop
Way is all about. When boys and girls can live in
dignity, unafraid to show weakness; can involve
themselves in their own learning, accepting the
attendant consequences; and can handle mistakes
while maintaining an emotional balance with a
certainty of their own self-worth, there is little need
for detention. Such children are just too busy
experiencing the rewards of living and learning.

(Above) In the "schedule of tasks " each is numbered,
labeled, and has a plastic bag containing whatever is
to be done.

(Left) The teacher listens to "homework " for 30
minutes each morning.

(Right) " Instant Personality Phonics " involves l 00% of
the students l 00% of the time .

(Left) Developing the power to concentrate, to begin
a task and follow it through to completion, builds a
sense of self-worth .
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